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Cannabis Co. Says It Was Elbowed Out Of Extractor Deal
law360.com/articles/1382837/cannabis-co-says-it-was-elbowed-out-of-extractor-deal

By Ethan Beberness

Law360 (May 11, 2021, 6:41 PM EDT) -- Cannabis tech company SHO Products LLC is

seeking at least $1 million in damages in California federal court from an inventor that it

claims violated an exclusivity agreement by leasing a commercial cannabis resin extraction

unit called the Hashatron without including SHO in the deal.

The complaint, filed Friday by Los Angeles-based SHO, claims Connecticut-based JJG

Distributing LLC tried to ditch a deal that allowed it to exclusively market the Hashatron,

which uses ice water to extract trichomes from cannabis plant matter to make hashish, after

SHO invested $115,770 into developing and marketing the device.

SHO says JJG sought to end their exclusivity contract after just one year despite

improvements the SHO team made to the Hashatron's functionality and the additional

intellectual property JJG gained from those improvements.

SHO claims JJG entered into an $8,000-per-month rental agreement with a Rhode Island

medical cannabis clinic despite their exclusivity agreement and the fact that the Hashatron

remained at SHO's facility in California. SHO was not a party to the deal between JJG and

the clinic, according to the complaint.

It was not until months after the rental agreement was set to begin that, in a message written

to SHO and quoted in the complaint, JJG terminated the exclusivity contract and stated, "We

do not wish to seek any compensation nor have any further expectations of you or any of your

companies upon termination. We would like to come away from this as gentlemen, and we

wish to put our past disputes aside to go our separate ways."

SHO says it initially offered to test, develop and market the Hashatron in early 2020, in part

because JJG did not have a cannabis license and had created the product without the ability

to refine it through tests involving plant mass.

JJG agreed to allow SHO to take over the sales of the Hashatron in March 2020 under the

condition that SHO covered the $11,720 shipping cost to move a single Hashatron unit to

California and for the subsequent testing and marketing process, according to the complaint.

SHO also notes that the companies' agreement guaranteed SHO would not have to pay a

negotiated price of $285,280 for the unit itself until after it had been sold to a new customer.

SHO says that upon receiving the Hashatron, it conducted initial tests only to find that a

more traditional process of "manual extraction actually yielded higher amounts" of the

desired end product when compared with the Hashatron's automated process.
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SHO says it alerted JJG to this issue and developed several additional components that

improved the Hashatron's efficiency. These improvements included a new design for

agitating plant material within the unit and the addition of insulation and water tanks to the

machine. SHO claims that one of these changes — the installation of a "make up water tank"

that chilled fresh water coming into the Hashatron — is "something that had never been done

on any other machine in the industry."

SHO says it also built a website to advertise the unit and "developed social media, video

content, developed a blog, and engaged in an email push campaign for the benefit of JJG."

The Hashatron, which SHO lists on its Rosin Tech Labs brand website, is marketed as "the

Lamborghini of hash washing" and is, according to the site, capable of an output of 10,000

grams per day. It automates a process typically done by hand that involves cooling the

trichomes of cannabis plants by churning plant material in ice water and straining the water

through a fine mesh before forming the hash into cakes.

SHO alleges claims of breach of written contract, breach of implied covenant of good faith

and fair dealing and unjust enrichment. It seeks unspecified damages estimated at at least $1

million and a declaration stating SHO held the title to the Hashatron once it was delivered.

SHO also seeks a declaration that it owes JJG no money for the Hashatron.

Counsel for SHO declined Tuesday to comment beyond the details of the complaint, citing

concerns about potential discovery issues.

Someone who answered at a number listed for JJG on the shipping agreement attached to

SHO's complaint identified themselves as a spokesperson for manufacturing company John

C. Digertt Inc. but declined to comment on the company's relationship to JJG. Digertt is

registered to the address provided on the document, which was printed on JJG letterhead.

SHO is represented by Brent A. Kramer of Lurie & Seltzer.

Counsel information for JJG was not available.

The case is SHO Products LLC v. JJG Distributing LLC, case number 2:21-cv-03897 in the

U.S. District Court for the Central District of California.

--Editing by Jay Jackson Jr.
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